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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS
John Tonkin, trained in Ascona and Paris, specialises in
desigrer binding. He is located in Canberra.

Michael Mathew leamt the basics of binding at the
hobbyist class at Sydney Technical College in the mid
1980's. A NSW Guild committee member since 1987,
he is a zealous chaser of equipment and supplies for

Jsmes Brockman for Canberra Exhibition
The British designer binder James Brockman is to
open the Australian Exhibition of Contemporary
Binding 1992 at the Australian National Library,
Canberra, on Thursday sth March.

The Exhibition, which has drawn entries from
many well-known binders in Australia and
overseas, will continue at the National Library until
15tb June.

Events associated with the opening will include a
five-day Masterclass given by James Brockman.
Details are on page 28.

members. He repairs mainly 1920-30's material,
including music scores.

June McNicol practises binding on a sem-i-professional
basis in Brisbane. She contributes frequently to
Morocco Bound,

Sabbatical

Daphne Lera is looking for suitable person(s) to
talie over the running of D.S. Munay for six to

eight months in l992.lf you are interested,
"conract her on (02) 264 5410 ASAP
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BACKSWELLAND THE SEWING THREAI)

In fine binding every book is unique and this means that
decisions must be made conceming style, technique,
design and materials. A seemingly mundane but, in fict,
very important decision is the ahoice of sewing thread
as this has a major influence on the shape and
proportions of the finished book.

The thickness of the sewing thread determines the
backswell in the sewn book (backswell being the
difference between the thickness of the spine and-fore-
edge - Fig. 1). Having the correct amount of backswell
is vital as it will, in turn, determine the shape of the
rounded and backed spine. It will also determine the
shoulder height of a fully backed book and thus the
thickness of the boards.

fl
Fig.3 The natural shoulder height

The board thickness is then determined by the
height of the shoulder, after making due allowances for
turn-ins, doublures, flyleaves, etc. (Fig.4).

Fis. 4 Board
thiEkness determined
by shoulder height

For many books this results in boards which look
too lhick and 'heavy'. One way to overcome this is to
chamfer the boards on head, tail and fore-edge and to
'blush out' the chamfer over a large area so that il is
only just noticeable as a very slight curve on the
finished board. This is in fact almost a standard
procedure in the French technique for fine bindings and
a reduction oi the board to a third of its original
thickness is not unusual (Fig.5).

Another way to overcome the use of too thick a
board is to use a thinner sewing thread. Many Swiss
binders tend towards using thinner sewing threads for a
given sized section and to force the book down in the
backing press past the line where it nalurally likes to sit.
Boards then require little or no chamfering. The use of
the thinner thread has the effect of producing a flatter*'"0 

@ @
Correct Too much Too little 3

Fig. 6 Spinc shape

[t is interesting that binders from both France and
Switzerland, who appear to produce books with the
roundest and flattest spine respectively, agree with this
'quarter circle' shape but their perception of the shape
of the finished book varies considerably. The ideal
shape is in the eye of the beholder, or binder in this
case, and can be controlled by the choice ofthread.]

The backswell needed to produce this quarter circle
round is between 'plus-a-quarter' and 'plus-a-third'.
That is, if the sewn bookblock measures 2 cm at the
fore-edge,it should be between 2.5 cm and2.7 cm at the
spine (Fig. 7). If the backswell is greater than 'plus-a-
third' after sewing it can be corrected by 'bashing
down' in most ffises. If, however, it is less than 'plus-a-
quarter', it can be corrected only by re-sewing.

2.5 cm
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2.1 crn

_J_
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!_____
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Fig. I Backswell

. $lthough not the only factor, backswell plays a
significant part in rhe manner in which a Uobk-witt
'round': sections almost fall into position in the hollow
of the preceding one if the backsulell is righr (Fig. 2).

^(G--.AE
---

Fig. 2 Sections 'falling'into place

- In the backing process, there is a line beyond which
the rounded book cannot be forced down into the
backing press and keeps popping up when the press is
clmed. The distance of this line from the s-pine is
slightly-more than the thickness of the sections flus the
thread diameter - Fig.3).
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Fig. 9 Dial guage
micrometer

Fig.9

Fis. I I Three lensths of
thiead in the one Section

Fig. 11

plus-a-quarter and, voil), a

John Tonkin

In order to obtain a backswell within the given limits,
the thread diameter needs to be between ll2 and ll3 of
the thickness of an average section. This appears to be a
large range to choose from, and it is. However, another
variant to be considered is the density of the paper in
the section. a soft, fluffy paper will allow the thread to
sink into it and, for such a paper, a thicker thread is
needed which which should be close to a half of the
section thickness. Conversely, for hard, dense paper, a
thread of close to one-third of section thickness should
be used.

It is possible to measure paper density so that an
exact thread thickness can be calculated. This is done
by comparing weight to volume of the sections; some
European binders actually do this by weighting the
bookblock and plotting the results on a graph from
which, after section thickness and number of sections
have been noted, thread size can be read directly.

Ofcourse, all the above applies to an average book
with many sections all of the same thickness.
Conections need to be made for books such as those
with fold-out maps or sections of different thicknesses.
Books being rebound will often have guarded sections
and allowance must b€ made for the already
pronounced backswell in such cases (although a good
ovemight press before sewing will minimise this.).

It may not be pmsible to find a thin enough thread
for heavily guarded s€ctions and thus sewing the
sections 'two-up' will be necessary (Fig. 8) so that,
effectively, only half the thickness of the thread
contributes to the backswell.

Measurements of sections and thread are best made
by a dial gauge micrometer (Fig. 9). This is a very
handy device for all sorts of measurements of backswell
but a simple metric rule is sufficiently accurate for this.

Guarding with Japanese paper

/l\

If one is unfortunate enough to have a book with
very thick sections, the above calculations will give a
result such that the thread is too thick and ugly. There
are several options open to avoid this:

(a) redrice the 
-section 

thickness by making new
sections (Fig. 10);
(b) pass thE sewing thread through each section
thied times, the second and third times being in the
first quarter and third quarter respecltvely (Fig. 11).
Note-that the three lengths do not lie in the same
plane with one anothar and thus the combined
affect of the three on backswell is less than one
thread of three times the thickness;
(c) do not do a fine binding on the book-at-all - a

iiirple flat-spined case binding may be all the book
warrants.

zo
d

oo

First
section Old first Old second

section section

Fig. 10 The making of thinner sections

This may all sound just too much for an average
binding. However, for the majority of books one
only needs to remember: sewing thread a third to a
half of section thickness (modified for paper

Results in the three bookbinding classes at Brisbane's
Royal National Association Show in August are s€t out
in the accompanying table
Members of the Queensland Bookbinders Guild brought
along 13 of the show entries to their September meeting
at which the judge, the masler binder Fred Pohlmann,

density), backswell
nicely shaped book.

BRISBANE SHOW: RESULTS, REVIEW ADVICE
reviewed the entries and offered guidance.

In the Open Section, Fay Dean's winning e-ntry-was
Charters Toiers Goldminesi the binding modified from
a Siin Everard style. The brown kangaroo spine was
combined with front and back panels of leather,
buckram and gold. The inlays and endpapers and

Fig.8 Two-up sewing

ffi
Second
section
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btoliog as a whole coordinate with the text of the book,
giving a sense of rock strata and veins of gold.

Bill Horton's Australian Warblers, second in the
9p"r, ,f a small book bound in dark green Oasis wirh a
brown kangaroo onlay and hand lette;ed in eold leaf.

June McNicol's' third-placed Aboriginalir) is a
three-piece 'longue-in-slot' binding with a"n Oasis spine
and boards covered with Cansori Ingres paper. fiach
board has a recessed panel of u- mosail" of the
illustrations in the book. Decoration is blind tooling.

This was the first year of the .Chips' Srrange
Memorial Prize for a Uobk bound in the l'gth c€ntiry
style. No first prize was awarded although Biil

Fay Dean's Aanirs Towers Goklmines

_ Fred?ohlmar.tn put to binders this c€ntral principle:
you should exhibit only when personally satis'fieO *ith
your work. You have a responiiUility tothe public and
to the craft of bookbindingio strive io show ihe quality
of the past, alive in the present.

Some of his particular observations are set out
below.

Books for exhibition should be resewn as that
i. p.?tt of the binding process (unless they are
fragile-and resewing would cause damage.

Many people iere using boards thZt aooeared
to be too thickfor the book;-use thin, densb'board
an! ygd jhree. gqg.es back for 30 mm. Always
match the board thickness to the size of the book.
. . In many.instances, tools were used needlessly
hot and this showed in the quality of rhe finishing.
- Blind tooling, if used, shciuld be shiny, not
dull. This could be achieved using progressively
warmer tools, and finally polishing iiitr #es wax.

Much more attention needs to be paid to paring
so that no dents show. Sanding aftrir paring can
help this.

Horton's entry went close. The judge felt that slightly
more careful paring and the addition of simple line-s
on the front and back were necessary to comilete the
finishing of this particular book.

Bill Horton,s Australian l,lqrblers

kather comers should be flat, pulled in and
not nicked.

Attention should be paid to every detail of
turn-ins, which should be riimmed ort ai ti m*.

tabels on the front board should Ue reilsseO,
not just pasted on.

Spines should be adequately rounded. but not
too much. A third of a circle is a-sood suidl.

. - lrave plenty of rime for co;pleri"ne ihi uooL
wrthout rushing. Never leave anyihine jo the last
moment. Start thinking about ndxt yEar's entries
now.

[Fred Pohlman learned bookbindiog in Germany as an
apprentice 196743. He worked iu the trade for five years,
before taking his master's certificate in 1969. In 1985 he
studied fine binding in Swieerland, at Ascona and under
Hugo Peller at Solothum. He again worked with Peller in
1989. With his wife Gundy, also a qualified German binder,
hc operates a commercial bindery in a bushland setting otr
Camp Mountain, near Brisbane, His private passion, however,
is design binding.l

MASTERCLASS WITH JAMES BROCKIVIAN
James Brockman will conduct a five-day Masterclass in class will cover James Brockman's conservation
Canbena from Wednesday 4th March to Sunday 8th rebacking technique anO witt inctuAe an intensive
March L992. session o-n finishin'g. Fine irand-binding tectrniqueJ ano

. This is an opportunity to work hands-on under the vellum over boardiwiil be demonstratid.
guidance of an acknowledged master craftsman. The Places are limited to L2, and are on a first come,

RESULTS

Open Chlps Strange Re
Memorlal

lst Fay Dean No Award lan
Simmonds

?ad W. Horton W. Horton NoAward
I4qllicol Fay Dean M Smith
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first served basis.
The cct for the five days is $350.
A place in the Masterclass is secured by sending a

deposit of $150, together with your name, occupation,
address and day and evening phone numben to

Robin Thit,
The Tait Bindery,
Unit 4,37I-om Rd,
Queanbeyan, NSW 2620.

The deposit is nor refundable once you have been
offered a place. Please make cheques payable to Robin
Tail - Masterclass. A number of bookings have
already been received and an early reply is advised. In
any ctrse, applications should be in by 22nd November.

Amateur members (like me) I suspect are more inclined
to carry out particular styles of work than are
professionals who need to meet the specific diverse
needs of their diverse range of clients. My interest in the
rebinding and repair of wom and damaged books is not
quite that of restoration but more the better protection of
the contents of books that I or my friends may wish to
keep. Thee books may be 5 or 200 years old, more often
50 to 120, and most frequently originally cloth bound.

Commonly they have a broken spine, either or both
covers broken and pages loose. some pages may even
be missing. My objective is medium term use and my
books rarely look genuinely old, nor do they look
freshly new. They open well and appear to last,
although only time will confirm this. They delight
owners who often previously had something that fell to
pieces when used.

This article reports some of the things I do to
'restore' thes€ wom and damaged books. The article is
restricted to books with simple endpapers and
cloth/buckram bind ings.

Cuttlng out of the Existing Case
In most instances I aim to reback the spine, so my first
task is to get the bookblock out of the cover. Most are
simple bindings with endpapers rarely worth saving and
often acidic. I ease the joint between the endpaper and
the first (and last) section by tearing the flyleaf almost
square to the join whilst holding the cover near the joint
with my ruler. If the endpaper is worth saving (rarely) I
put a wet sponge on the pastedown in order to release it,
but in most cases I decide to leave it there and trim it
down to the size of the tum-in, in effect converting the
old endpaper to a lining.

To remove the portion trimmed off I usually scrape
gently with a stiff knife, because soaking often
discolours the old cloth, but I resort to soaking if lhe
adhesion is too great. After scraping I sandpaper gently.
Paper and glue traces often remain in the grain of the
old cloth, but that it is not a problem. I cut through the
lining paper on the inside of each cover board a little
wider than the old muslin and remove the entire strip so
created. When the bookcloth is reinserted into the case
the new muslin will lie comfortably within this strip. I
also sand the remaining lining.

James Brockman was apPrenticed as a finisher at Blackwell's
in Oxford for six vears iid studied under Ivor Robinson at the
oxford Polvtechiic. Iu 1968-1973 he worked with the late
Svdney Co6kcrell at Cambridge for five years before setting
u6 at'the Eddinston Bindery, Hungerford. In 1976 he

..t"blished his oin binderv i'n Oxford. He was elected a

Fellow of Designer Bookbiniers in 1972, serving as President
1985-1987. H-e was Arts Fellow, University of Wales,

Gresvnoq, 1982-83, and first visiting lecturer at the Institute
of Fiie Bindine and Book Conservatibn, Humanities Research

Centre. UniveEitv ofTexas. He has invented and successfully
oroduced alternaiive book structures. Most binders will be

tamiliar with that most successful of inventions' the
Brockman leather paring machine.

Nervs of a SydnefWorkshop by James Brockman is in
the NSW Guild Newsleuer.

MOROCCO BOUND

MY REBINDING PROCEDURES FOR WORN
AND DAMAGED BOOKS

Cleaning the Bookblock SPine
While the textbooks all talk about pastewashing and
breaking down, I feel that if the glue.and 

-sewing 
have

already-lasted 50 or more years, then I need only_

remo,r'e the (hard) loose glue and the old muslin. I
generally scripe a'little hefu and pick a bit there, but I
t-rv to avoid a haior scraping which I find weakens too
mLnv sections. I-often iettrS-gSVo clean without too
mrcL dumage, but I wouJd consider 50% adequate. Old
tapes and 6rds are soaked with paste to remove glue
lumps.

Repairing the Bookblock
One reason why I seek io avoid resewing is that it is so

hard to resew a book as tightly and as well aligned as it
was originally. This is very iglportant if one is aiming to
re-use lhe &me corer ivirtrirut replacing the spine.
Avoiding resewing also saves flattening the original
rounded spine edge of the sections.

Most'commo.-nly the endpapers have to be replaced;
sometimes a title 6age is misiing and often the first
section has been wiaEened by the-tearing out of the old
endpaper. In more damaged books some sections may
.eq,iir6 reinforcing or tlie joining of pages together;
soire pages may be missing altogether.

Strip pasted to one side of section' 
-

it 
",, 

tiott"a as shown' and wraPPed

around section

Kettle stitches TaPes -

Fig. 1

Paqe reDairs, a subiect in its own right, are done first. If
the-re arb illustratio-ns previously covered with tipped.-in
tissue, I usually remol e this ani replace it with glassine

v,
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Cover boards

whilc remaining conscious of the need to avoid adding
to the swell of the book and the need to monitor the
acidity (or rather lack of acidity) of the materials being
us€d.

For rcstoring sections my 'special' technique is to
prcParc a strip (or page), paste it on to one page and
then cut slots and nemove small pieces to allow the stub
end to pass through the gap between the broken sections
(Fig, 1). Weak outer pages of sections can be readily
reinforced this way and pages joined readily. In the
same way a title page can be created, wilh the stub
pasted on to the last page of the section. If a page is
missing I insert a tab in the hope that one day I may find
another copy from which I can get a photocopy and
paste it on. Most of these joints cannot be pressed in a
nipping press, but they can be weighed down with a
covered brick, hanging any rounding over the edge of
the bench to retain the shape.

When creating a new title page I make sure my new
page is a little larger than needed so that it can be
trimmed down later. I find this far preferable to trying
to be exact in size initially. I also make new endpapers a
little oversize. I crease- them to match the'eiisting
rounding and then tip them in place with PVA. Again,
these should be weighted with a brick and when dry
they can be trimmed to size with a small sharp knife
cutting on lo a piece of board using a ruler aligned to
the adjacent page as the size guide.

Sometimes I find it necessary to repair some
sewing, such as joining two sections where the
bookblock has actually broken or replacing some rotted
(or eaten away) thread sections. To do this I just tie a
knot around a secure stitch, often a kettle stitch, and
then work as required, tying sections together
conventionally and tying off again on a secure stitch.

Where the edges are badly damaged (tom, dirty),
and the interest is in use of the contents rather than
authenticity (e.g., music scores) I may plough or
guillotine the edges a fraction. In other instances I hold
the bookblock supported by boards in a finishing press
and gently sand the edges to remove dirt, inkstains, etc.
One can of course colour the edges.

Attaching of New Spine Llnings
Nothing special here, as what I have is effectively the
same as a new book. Where there are no tapes I try to
use crush (the muslin with the woven bands in it) to
give added strength, and I almost always use stuck-on
headbands. I hear cries of 'shame', but 99.5Vo of books
I have handled had stuck-on headbands originally, and
the rest had none.

The spine lining is brought up to just under the
headband to avoid swell. Many old books used paper
for the spine lining and I find that lighter booliclorh
offcuts are perfectly satisfactory - (waste not!).
Sometimes I crit ttre b6cking into sei,eral pieces if the
tape or cord protrudes and I wish to make it smoother.
This is a matter of taste - raised bands may be
traditional but I do not like them, so I go for a straight,
plain spine. Raised bands can be put on if you wish.-

Repairing the Covers
The simplest repaii is to Ise kraft paper ro strengthen
the spine s€ctions as shown in Fig. 2. This adds very
little to the thickness but equally it adOs very liule to thi:
strength.
One up from this is removal of the backing from the
spine se_ction of the cover and its replacement with a
piece of _bookcloth cut in under the tixisting cover. To
do this I gently lift the cloth from each board (or

Fig.2

preferably cut in just one lamination of the board below
the cloth) at the spine edge for about 12 mm, and cut a
piece of relatively close matching colour cloth 20 mm
wider than the spine gap (viz., 10 mm per side). I then
paste this on the colour side and work it under gently
with a small pointed folder. If the head and tail of the
spine are in good repair I leave them and have my
reinforcing piece just the height of the boards less the
turn-ins; if they are badly wom I cut them away and
bring my strip around the edge of the boards, having cut
the cover material away for 10 mm at the edge and tum-
in. A quick nip in the press is essential.

Another option is to cut out the spine section of the
cover and make a fresh piece, again inserting it about 10
mm under a nie,ly trimmed line of the cover material
on each board. Again the 10 mm must be trimmed away
at the edge and at the turn-in. This new spine must be
blocked, iooled or the old spine trimmed and glued to it
with PVA, or all three can be done. June McNicol's
article in Yol.12 No. 2 has some useful hints for this.

Often the comers also need repair and I leave it to
others to describe ways of doing this. Enid Street told us
once about vellum comers (Vol. 11 No. 1).

A particular challenge is the badly frayed or wom
edge. If the original cover has little worth saving, then
one can of course make a new cover altogether or save
perhaps a blocked illustration and inlay it into a new
cover. I find a real challenge in the old decorated cover
that I do not wish to lose. My technique is to trim the
existing cloth say 1 or 2 mm less than the board size
and then lift it gently for 12 mm. Where practicable, I
sand this strip down by about the thickness of the new
cloth I intend to use. All the tum-in must be removed.

If the cover is considered to be too thin, it can be
laminated with a lisht board on the inside. Then I make
a conventional clse cover exc€pt that I make a
'window' 20 mm less in each 

-direction than the
decorated cover oiece I am wishins to save. I oaste the
bookcloth around the window and-ease il intoblace on
the front cover board first, and then fit the back cover
(rarelv does it too have a design) and form the spine, on
ib which I mav affix Dart of th-e old soine. The old cover
cloth I affix fo the riew cover clotti with PVA, taking
care to wipe off any excess before pressing.

Relnserting lnto the Case
Usuallv this is lhe easv Dart of the exercise. Sometimes
the spine reinforcemeht^ means that it is a little tighter
than 

-oreviouslv. 
sometimes stretch in the old spine

meani the UoaiO-s lie a little further out than desired, but
in either case the amount is minor.

If there were bookolates or retailers labels I reDlace
these. Where the oricidal edition was Daper-cor/erEd, as
is often the case witfi'sheet music, I sombtimes trim the
cover Daqe and oaste it to the inside front cover, but
onlv if'thE desicn'is attractive and worth retaininc.

'For some Sooks I make a slip case, but mEmbers
much more expert than I can write on that topic.

Mlchael Mathew

Kraft paper worked
in tightly

Cover material
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Mmt well bound books need to be protected in some Now assemble the pieces which are to be glued
way, usually by enclming in a box or-slip case. A box is together with PVA or hot glue for maximum strength
best because it protects the whole book, but slip cases (Fig. a)
are quicker and easier to make. If the book is first
enclosed in a chemise (to be described in a later issue)
then the spine is also protected and the combination
would be almost as good as a box.

To make a good firm slip cziv-,24 oz board (2-3
mm) is usually used for an octavo book. Estimate
roughly how much will be needed for two sides, fore-
edge, head and tail with the grain vertical in all pieces
(Fig. 1). Line the board with a suitable paper -endpaper, Ingres or marbled paper with the grain
vertical again.

all the way along the angle while it dries, put the whole
c:rse on a piece of scrap board and drive pins through
the pasteboard to hold it in position (Ftg.s).-Glue 

the head and tail strips on in the same way,
and glue the bit where they oveilap the head and tail 6f
the fore-edge strip (Fig. 6), 

- -

Vol. 12:4 Nov. 1991

Fig. 1

Square off one comer of the board and place the
book on it. Mark a distance from fore-edge to joint + 1

mm, and the height plus 1.5 mm. Cut two pieces this
SlzE.

Place these two pieces of board on the book and
measure the vertical height of book and boards for the
width of the fore-edge, head and tails strips. The fore-
edge strip must be exactly the same height as the two
side boards, but make the head and tail strips at least 10
mm longer than the width of the book. Make sure that
all the cuts are clean and absolutely vertical.

Cut two pieces of thin card - 9 sheet pasteboard or
thick manilla will do, and glue the outer surface of each
sideboard to it so that one edge is common and the
pasteboard is about 10 mm bigger on the other three
sides. Press well until dry (Fig. 2).

Fig.2

Sand the edge of the compound board to form a
bevel which will make a continuous smooth curve with
the spine of the book (Fig. 3). The pasteboard must be
on the outside.

MOROCCO BOUND

A SLIP CASE FOR A FINE BINDING

Fig.4

=-- 
-

Glue the exposed long edge of the fore-edge strip
and 2 mm on the lined side and push it into the angle
between the board and pasteboard. [rvel carefully at
the head and tail. The function ofthe pasteboard is now
clear - il is to provide twice the gluing area that would
be possible if only the 24 oz board were used, and so
contribute to greater joint strength.

If it is difficult to keep the fore-edge strip in contact

Fig. 5

^" oil

Thke the other board and, with a small brush,
carefully put glue in the three angles (fig. 7). Brush
more glue on to the exposed edges of the three strips.
Position the boad over the three edge strips and make
sure they aU fit into the angles.

At 
'this 

stase. wraD the book in Gladwrap for
orotection and ch6ck th'at it fits comfortablv intb the
base. It should be sliehtlv loose so that it iu5t falls out
when the case is tipfd dp. If it.is- tight.now, it is going
to be too tight later, so start agaln! lt lt rs loo loose, you
c{ln. uD to a Doint. Dut extra Ilnlngs ln Eter.'ldeallv- ^vou ihould make a block the same size as
the book fioin cut and glued boards, but if you don't
want to do that, put the wrapped bmk in the case, put a
weisht inside anil leave seveial hours to dry.

"Carefully trim off the surPlus paste6oard with a
single-bevelled knife (no, a Stanley Tiimmer), so that
all ihe edges are perfect right-angles (Fig.8).

Fig.7 Fig.8
Sand the box up with the book inside and carefully

outline the contour of the spine on the tail strip with a

fine pencil. Repeat at the head and cut off the surplus
board (Fig.9).
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. Sand all the joints and edges with fine sandpaper so
that the whole surface is smooth with no detectable
joins.

Cut a piece of covering cloth at least twice the
width of the case, plus the width of the fore-edge strip,
plus 25 mm for each turn-in. The length should be the
height of the case plus a bit more than half the width of
the strip at each end.

GIue the back of the case (the fore-edge strip) wilh
PVA/paste mix and also the cloth. Centre the case on
the cloth and rub down well. Glue the sides and pull up
the cloth and rub down well. Make cuts as shown (Fig.
10). Trim the tum-in flaps back to 12 mm, glue and tum
in to the inside of the case.

Fig. 10

GIue the three end flaps on to the head and tail, one
over the other, and trim off the excess material at the
front curves (Fig. 11)

With a very sharp knife or scalpel make a cut
through all the material layers at 45 degrees to the
bottom comers, and along the midline up to the front.
Peel the glued cloth back and remove all the cut-off
bits. Reglue if necessary and rub down well. If you have
done this properly, there should be only one thickness
of material on the end, and the bits should meet each

other perfectly.

W
Cut another piece of material 2 mm nanower than

the head and tail strips and 72 mm longer than them'
Glue them on to the strips and rub down well. Make a
series of wedge cuts in the surplus material so that when
they are foldEd over inside the case, there is a single
layi:r of cloth only (Fig. 12). This is fiddly process, but
it is well worth taking time to get a good result,
otherwise the tum-in will very lumpy. Glue the bits in
position and rub down well.

To disguise the tum-ins, cut another piece of lining
paper 30 mm long and just wide enough to go inside the
case. Cut the front edge to match the curved edge and
glue it in position so that it is just not visible when the
book is in the case. Leave to dry.

When it is finished, the case should feel part of the
book with a lovely curve over the spine with no
protruding piecrs or edges. It should clasp the book
tigtrtty so that the book comes out with a light shake,
doesn't have to be wrenched out, and doesn't drop out
as soon as you tilt the case.

For your first case, use a thin bookcloth, or even
good quality paper, as this is much easier to handle.
Heavier cloth such as buckram is difficult to glue over
the edges without leaving an occasional 'pencil case'
which spoils the effect' 

June McNicol
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Fig. 11

BOOK TRADE TERMS
The following is a clarification of certain trade terms used to
describe books and pars of book

Edltton
AII copies of a book printed at any time (or times) from one
settung-up ot tyPe.

Imoression
That number of copies priirted from a single print-run, i.e.
without the type's tEing ihgnged or removeil frrim tbe press.

lbrmet
The size of the orinted oaee and nothins else

Folio ' Sheet folded oice
Quarto Sheet folded twice
Octavo Sheet folded three times
16mo Sheet folded four times

Few books smaller than 16mo are orinted. althoueh antioue
32mo copies can be found. Some weie orint'ed in l2ho. whbre
the.sheeti ryere folded three times and'then again twi& or in
similar combinations..

for about t80: in Svdnev the cost would be
sToo-s8oo.)
board
black and white
circa, about
coDtes
collated and oerfect copv
calf
cloth
dustwrapper or, today, dustjacket
endoaoers
ex-fibiarv, and so defaced
all,edBes Bilt

no d:te. of publication
onqlnal
polished leather panels
Pages
quarte.r bouDd
slsned
sifinature (which does not mean signed by thc
author)
top edge (head) gilt
ItleDase
with'all fauls
origioal wrapper, soft cover or paperback.

R.E Abbey

adv
A.L.
A.L.s.
Bibliog.

M
blw
c
CL
C.&P.
cf
cl
d/w or dj.
e/p,or e.p.s
ex-llo
q.e.
Ef
n.d.
orie.
poI
PP
qr-
sgd
slg.

t.e.g.
t.D.
w.a.t.
wraPs

Abbreviatlons
advertisements
autosraDh letternot sisned
autoErabh letter sisneil bv the author
bibli6eriphv. (TbE bestl althoueh exoensive
now. -is' t\e' NCBEL.' New - Cahbridse
Bibliosraphv of Enslish LiterouiZ.
Secondhandsets of 5 vols &n be bought in UK
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